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Bespoke portrait commissions beautifully crafted
in the classical realistic style of oil portraiture. A
portrait of a loved one is a wonderful gift with a
timeless quality and longevity that other mediums
cannot match. Paul sensitively captures the essence
and character of the subject. His fine art skill extends
into landscapes, still life and animal portraits.
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‘The finished piece was even better than I’d hoped: everyone
who’s seen it has been blown away and we’re thrilled to
think that such a lovely thing will hang on our wall for
decades to come.’ Paul Roundell - writer of Emmerdale
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Paul works from his studios near London and in
Carmarthenshire, West Wales. He is very happy
to travel to meet clients at their convenience.
International clients are welcome.
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Tel: +44 (0)1267 290918
Mobile: +44 (0)7879 992361
email: paulanthonybarker@yahoo.com
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